PRESS RELEASE

Ekinops and LiveAction Announce
Technology Partnership
Paris, 9 December – Ekinops (Euronext Paris - FR0011466069 – EKI), a leading supplier of optical
transport equipment and enterprise connectivity solutions, and LiveAction, a provider of expert
network performance analysis and management, today announce the integration of their
technologies to provide service providers with advanced, real-time network performance analytics
and value-added services via a combined routing solution.
The solution pairs Ekinops’ field-proven branch routing solutions with LiveAction’s LiveSP program
to offer a 360-degree overview of network and application performance. The integrated solution
allows service providers to create dynamic dashboards and reports based on application recognition
and by measuring network performance metrics, such as application traffic, COS (Class Of Service)
information, delay and jitter, allows them to support their enterprise customers’ operational teams
in managing performance.
Proximus, a leading Belgian service provider, has successfully deployed the combined technologies
on its MPLS service ‘Explore’, helping thousands of enterprises to meet the network infrastructure
needs of their business lines with measurable performance delivery.
“The combination of these innovative technologies enabled us to both strengthen and grow our customer
relationships. Not only are we offering a new service, but we’ve also been able to showcase the reliability
of our connectivity services, all delivered via a simple end-user interface. Access to these new metrics has
been invaluable,” commented Tania Defraine, Head of Business Management at Proximus.
Tailored to the needs of service providers, LiveAction’s LiveSP collects advanced reporting metrics
from network devices and translates valuable information to end-users, enabling network and
application performance monitoring. Combined with Ekinops’ customer premises equipment (CPE)
portfolio and embedded OneOS6 middleware, routers can easily activate sophisticated built-in
services such as Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) intelligence, firewalls, SD-WAN and SBC, while also
providing related performance metrics.
“With this compelling technology integration, service provider partners can easily create additional
value-added services for their customers while leveraging existing Ekinops access infrastructure,”
comments Damien Defer, SP Sales Director at LiveAction. “Our collaboration enables us to offer
them a unique opportunity to differentiate, safeguard revenues and elevate offerings to a more flexible,
application-based portfolio.”
“Going up market by delivering higher value-added solutions is at the heart of Ekinops’ mission. And
increasingly, insights into network and application performance are critical to this market,” commented
Sylvain Quartier, VP Marketing and Access Product Strategy at Ekinops. “By pooling our expertise,
we’ve been able to define a solution that empowers service providers to remain competitive and tap into
new revenues, without huge additional infrastructure costs.”
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About LiveAction
LiveAction provides end-to-end visibility into network and application performance from a single
pane of glass. This gives enterprises confidence that the network is meeting business objectives,
offers IT administrators full visibility for better decision making, and reduces the overall cost of
operations. By unifying and simplifying the collection, correlation and presentation of network and
application data, LiveAction empowers network professionals to proactively and quickly identify,
troubleshoot and resolve issues across increasingly large and complex networks. To learn more and
see how LiveAction delivers unmatched network visibility, visit https://www.liveaction.com.

About EKINOPS
Ekinops is a leading provider of open and fully interoperable Layer 1, 2 and 3 solutions to service
providers around the world. Our programmable and highly scalable solutions enable the fast,
flexible and cost-effective deployment of new services for both high-speed, high-capacity optical
transport as well as virtualization-enabled managed enterprise services.
Our product portfolio consists of three highly complementary product and service sets: EKINOPS
360, OneAccess and Compose.
EKINOPS 360 provides optical transport solutions for metro, regional and long-distance networks
with WDM for high-capacity point-to-point, ring and optical mesh architectures, and OTN for
improved bandwidth utilization and efficient multi-service aggregation.
OneAccess offers a wide choice of physical and virtualized deployment options for Layer 2 and
Layer 3 access network functions.
Compose supports service providers in making their networks software-defined with a variety of
software management tools and services, including the scalable SD-WAN Xpress.
As service providers embrace SDN and NFV deployment models, Ekinops enables future-proofed
deployment today, enabling operators to seamlessly migrate to an open, virtualized delivery model
at a time of their choosing.
A global organization, Ekinops (EKI) - a public company traded on the Euronext Paris exchange - is
headquartered in Lannion, France, and Ekinops Corp., a wholly-owned subsidiary, is incorporated
in the USA.
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